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The concept of information literacy refers to purposeful information practices in a society characterized by almost limitless access to information and where information practices in digital environments shape and constitute important elements in most people’s lives in our part of the world. The meaning of the term information literacy varies according to the theoretical lens from which it is approached. Theoretical starting points are not always clearly stated in, for instance, information literacy definitions, standards, research or educational practices. Regardless of whether the underlying theory is made explicit or not, it will nevertheless have a profound impact on the ways in which we teach or research information literacy. This article discusses alternative theoretical understandings of information literacy and their consequences for educational practices. Three theoretical perspectives are presented that represent different understandings of information literacy; phenomenography, sociocultural theory and Foucauldian discourse analysis. According to all three theoretical lenses, information literacy is embedded in and shaped by as well as shaping the context in which it is embedded. In consequence, we propose the notion of information literacies in the plural. The three perspectives offer different insights on information literacies, on both empirical and theoretical levels. However, a sociocultural perspective also involves particular theoretical assumptions about the ways in which digital environments and tools reshape conditions for learning.
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“All information-seeking behaviour is learnt, nothing is innate” according to Tom Wilson (1994, 42). The view of information seeking as something that is learnt is well in accordance with the view that the appropriation of information literacy may be a goal for learning. However, information literacy can be approached as an object of teaching as well as an object of learning. In librarianship information literacy appears particularly often as an object of teaching. It follows therefore that we can assume that literacy is the outcome of learning. We may also claim, however, that all learning is embedded in cultural practices and imbued with norms and values, since learning implies developing one’s ability to understand and act in gradually more sophisticated ways within a specific practice. Norms may be expressed explicitly in goals for learning assignments or curricula, and as such, are often grounded in research-based ways of understanding a phenomenon, for instance ‘photosynthesis’, ‘reasons for climate change’ or ‘information literacy’. Norms may also be implicit and based on expectations about certain ways of acting in relation to tools and people in different social practices, such as school or work-life. Cultural practices entail shared norms and ideals that form the basis of education as institution in our society.

The interest of this article is to discuss different theoretical perspectives on information literacy and their implications for educational practices. It is obvious to us that the meaning of the term ‘information literacy’ varies according to the theoretical lens from which it is approached. However, theoretical starting points are not always clearly stated in, for instance, information literacy definitions, standards, or educational practices. Regardless of whether the underlying theory is made explicit or not, it will nevertheless have a profound impact on the ways in which we teach or research information literacy.
Three theoretical perspectives are presented that represent different understandings of information literacy: phenomenography, a sociocultural perspective and Foucauldian discourse analysis. The choice of perspectives is grounded in the fact that all three are well represented in Nordic information literacy research as opposed to the large body of information literacy research conducted using cognitivist approaches. The phenomenographic research approach forms the basis for a series of influential studies on information literacy conducted in Sweden, Australia and the United Kingdom. The sociocultural perspective which is increasingly used in information literacy research has brought into view how people’s use of information cannot be meaningfully separated from the tools that are an integral part of social practices. Both phenomenographic and sociocultural theories are explicitly grounded in theories of learning. Discourse analytical approaches have been used to explore understandings of information and literacy practices from a broader historical and sociological perspective.

All three theoretical approaches conceive of information literacy not as a stand-alone discipline or specialty, but as a field of research where theoretical understandings of information, learning and knowledge are fundamental. Library and information science contributes to this research through its focus on information and information practices, and by showing how the interaction between information seeking and use and learning is of vital interest.

It is evident from this article that we join the circle of researchers who strive for a critical scrutiny of the construct of information literacy with the aim of reaching a deep and multifaceted understanding of how the concept can be interpreted and what it stands for. We embrace the idea that the term information literacy captures abilities of significance in contemporary society. The concept refers to purposeful information practices in a society characterized by almost limitless access to information and where information practices in digital environments shape and constitute important elements in most people’s lives in our part of the world. We identify a fruitful area for research on information and learn-
ing practices, where information literacy constitutes the object of study. Here, our aim is to show that theoretical illumination of information literacy may contribute to the development of professional information practices related to learning and teaching. We view this as an area of common interest between research and occupational practices, where people are busy with studying, teaching and learning to seek and use information.

**Information Literacy**

Information literacy is often defined as the ability to search for, select, critically evaluate and use information for solving problems in various contexts, such as independent project work in schools. We interpret the emphasis on seeking and selecting information sources in various programmes of information literacy instruction as indicative of the long tradition of library use education primarily focussed on sources, search techniques and the evaluation of information (cf. Bawden 2001; Sundin 2008).

The term information literacy has been mainly used in the context of library practice. During the last decade it has attracted increased attention within learning as well as in library and information science and has been used to describe practices in schools and undergraduate education. Given librarians’ long-term engagement with issues of information literacy it is worth observing that the term ‘information literacy’ was not originally coined in the world of librarianship. The first instance of the use of the term is by Paul Zurkowski in a 1974 report on future needs for various competences in work life in business and industry in the US (Bawden 2001, 230; Bruce, C. S. 1997, 5; Kapitzke 2003b, 55).

Information literacy has also been described as a way of learning (Bruce 2008). This interpretation relates information literacy to the concept of lifelong learning (Bruce 2003). Other ideas about information literacy include, for instance, Lloyd’s (2005) concept of ‘information literacy landscapes’, and an understanding of information literacy as information management and handling skills (e.g. Huvila 2010; Talja 2010). Before further
exploring the theoretical frameworks for information literacy, let us briefly consider the components of the composite term: information and literacy.

**Information**

In library and information science information is a core concept, yet it is neither simple nor unambiguous. For the purpose of this article we shall confine ourselves to some characteristic features of the ways in which the term is used in research that is relevant for information literacy studies. In its most conventional meaning, the term information in the information literacy context refers to (primarily textual) information sources published in print or digital form. However, at this time, it is not meaningful to restrict information to text only – information can be almost anything that carries informative potential. Buckland's classic conceptual analysis of 'information' (1991) serves information literacy purposes well. Buckland makes a distinction between information as process (the activity of informing or being informed), information as knowledge (that which is imparted through the process), and information as thing (physical entity). This means that information has several dimensions: it is related to and embedded in specific activities, it is something that refers to content, and it has a material form and existence.

**Literacy**

In a review of historical changes in the curricular goals of reading education Säljö (2009) notes that today’s requirements for functional literacies are very high, compared to earlier periods in history. The meaning of literacy has expanded from the skill of reading and writing to a web of abilities and competences. For instance, UNESCO’s Literacy Assessment and Monitoring Programme (LAMP) defines literacy as the ability to identify, understand, interpret, create, communicate and compute, using printed and written materials associated with varying contexts. Literacy involves a continuum of learning enabling an
individual to achieve his or her goals, develop his or her knowledge or potentials, and to participate fully in the community and wider society. (UNESCO 2005)

Literacy is here not simply the ability to read and write, since people also need to be able to understand, interpret and assess texts, to evaluate statements, and to be able to take a standpoint when faced with flows of contradictory messages via various media and different types of sources. The point of departure of the LAMP definition is the empowering nature of literacy; literacy does not only transform individuals but is also the condition for individuals’ power to transform society. Literacy therefore extends from a mechanical skill to the ability to think critically and challenge dominant ideologies.

The rapid development of information and communication technologies (ICTs) and new media during the last decades has further increased the need for expanding the definitions of literacy. The new skills requirements related to the emergence of new media and technologies have been given names and labels, such as information technology literacy, digital literacy and media literacy. The term information literacy is closely related to these other terms, signifying competences that are particularly important in contemporary society and linked to the ongoing development of ICTs and digital media.

The following sections will be devoted to the main interest of this article, which is the presentation and discussion of three different theoretical lenses applied for understanding the notion of information literacy, and some consequences of this discussion related to information literacy education.

A Phenomenographic Perspective – Focus on Variation

A phenomenographic approach is basically directed at studying variation in people’s ways of experiencing different phenomena, for instance information literacy. Phenomenography is grounded in a constructivist view of learning, emphasizing the importance of understanding the learners’
perspective; that is learners’ ways of understanding the object of teaching/learning, e.g. the notion of source credibility. Learning is viewed as an activity of constructing meaning, not as the transfer of knowledge from teacher to student.

Phenomenography emerged from empirical studies on learning conducted at the University of Gothenburg in the 1970’s (Marton & Booth 1997) and has later been developed into variation theory (Marton & Trigwell 2000). Today, the term phenomenography generally refers to the methodological approach of studies adopting variation theory. Common features of a phenomenographic perspective emphasize the significance of subject content, disciplinary area and professional practice for the interpretation and view of information literacy. A basic phenomenographic assumption is that phenomena in the world are experienced in various ways and that it is possible to capture and describe patterns of variation in a limited number of categories that together shape the phenomenon.

The interest of phenomenography to explore patterns of variation of ways of experiencing a phenomenon differs from efforts to describe information literacy as a set of generic skills applicable regardless of situation or context. This is where the generic interest contrasts with the objective of describing variation tied to situation, task, knowledge content and contexts such as school, work-life or everyday life. However, an idea fundamental to phenomenography is that variation appears not only between situations or contexts but also within them. In this way, variation between people’s experiences of information seeking and use, linked to the same task or situation, captures different ways of engaging with information, which may in turn be linked to different ways of experiencing meaning in information, and thus has implications for learning from information. Phenomenographic studies are characterised by directing a strong interest in learning. Influential Australian studies define information literacy as a way of learning and position the research in the area of learning research rather than library and information science (Bruce 2003). These studies emphasize the use of information instead of
seeking and finding, which are often insisted on in practices of information literacy education. Christine Bruce brings out the mutual relationship between information use and learning and proposes the term ‘informed learning’ for “engaging in information practices in order to learn, engaging with the different ways of using information to learn” (Bruce 2008, vii). A similar conclusion was drawn by Limberg (1998; 1999) claiming that it is the differences between students’ ways of using information that interact closely with the quality of their learning outcomes, not their ways of seeking and finding information.

**Variation in Experiences of Information Literacy**

Phenomenographic studies have explored ways of experiencing information literacy within different groups, such as students in school, undergraduate students, and higher educators within various disciplines, as well as academic librarians and researchers. These studies enable us to compare various views of information literacy from different perspectives, for instance similarities and differences between a teaching and a learning perspective or between teachers and librarians.

Most empirical research adopting a phenomenographic approach has been conducted as interview studies sometimes combined with observations in naturalistic settings. Interviews are semi-structured and concentrate on a limited number of questions aimed at capturing the different ways in which interviewees experience a particular phenomenon, for instance, information literacy. Findings from these studies refer to the collective level, describing variation in experiences of the phenomenon under study. This means that it is not differences between individuals that are the focus of research interest.

Christine Bruce’s findings of higher educators’ experiences of information literacy (1997) broke new ground through the description of patterns of variation. Her findings present seven faces of information literacy organized in a hierarchical structure, where face 1 is the most limited and face 7 is the most complex. The seven faces focus on 1) IT: being
able to use IT for seeking and communicating information, 2) sources: seeking and finding information sources, 3) process: executing an information seeking process, 4) control: to organise and control information, 5) knowledge construction: building a knowledge base in a new area of interest, 6) knowledge extension: working with knowledge and personal perspectives for novel insights, and 7) wisdom: using information wisely for the benefit of others (Bruce C. S. 1997, 110). According to a phenomenographic perspective, the seven faces (or categories) together constitute information literacy. Despite the development of digital media since 1997 these faces still function as a way of conceptualising different aspects of information literacy.

A particular point of describing variation in experiencing a phenomenon is that the various experiences do not need to be classified as ‘right or wrong’, but rather as different ways of viewing and acting upon something. However, it can be claimed that a view of information literacy that is restricted to using IT or to seeking and finding information sources is too limited to cover the complex variations in conceptions described in Bruce’s seven faces. A view of information literacy embracing all seven faces will have clear implications for ways of teaching information literacy. This might lead to less emphasis on seeking and finding information, which is still prevalent in instructional models and tutorials (e.g. Sundin 2008) in favour of paying more attention to the evaluation, assessment, analysis, interpretation and ethical use of information with a view to constructing meaning from information.

Studies of teachers’ views of information literacy indicate some conformity but also differences between teachers and librarians. A clear difference between university lecturers’ and librarians’ views of information literacy concerns the idea of an information need (Boon, Johnston & Webber 2005). An identified information need is often indicated as triggering information seeking and is seen as an essential dimension of information literacy by librarians, while lecturers rarely experienced or expressed an explicit information need. Several studies also indicate differences relating
to the notion of information. Lecturers in English tend to favour printed texts as sources whereas lecturers in marketing take a broader and more varied view of information and include news, market reports, web sites and organisations (Webber, Boon & Johnston 2005). Lupton (2008) found that music students experience information as music and access to and use of instruments. Both lecturers from various disciplines and librarians underscore critical thinking and independent learning as important dimensions of information use, but while lecturers from the humanities focus on research and text production, lecturers in marketing are more interested in business intelligence and problem solving (Webber, Boon & Johnston 2005). Williams and Wavell (2006) found that secondary school teachers emphasise linguistic understanding and the ability to construct meaning from information in stronger terms than can be found in descriptions of information literacy in library practices.

The patterns of variation of different experiences of information literacy described in these research studies imply a non-dualistic view of information as constituted through the relation between people and their experiences of engaging with intellectual and material content and artefacts for constructing meaning.

**Relevance for Teaching**

As mentioned above phenomenography is grounded in constructivist theories of learning. Constructivism views learning as a change in understanding of the phenomenon which is the object of learning, in our case purposeful information seeking and use. The idea of ‘purposeful’ refers to the values and norms of the particular context or situation where information literacy is to be learnt. From this follows that information literacy can be regarded as a goal for learning linked to a particular task or curriculum, while various aspects of information practices form the objects of learning. A constructivist view of learning claims that knowledge or abilities cannot be directly transferred from the active teacher to the ‘receiving’ student. Instead, the theory implies that teaching takes its point of
departure in the learners’ ways of understanding and acting on information seeking and use. To this end phenomenographic categories of description are applicable as objects of learning to consciously use in collective interaction in classrooms and libraries in order to enable different views of information practices to diverge and be challenged (cf. Marton, Runesson & Tsui 2004; Marton & Trigwell 2000).

In this vein Andretta (2007) showed how the active use of varied views of information seeking and use afforded students the possibility to develop their abilities to select and evaluate sources, search different databases and use information critically for writing a paper or carrying out a project. In this kind of teaching focus is shifted from information literacy based on experts’ lists of skills or instructional models which imply right or wrong ways of seeking and using information. Instead teaching is directed at learners’ various ways of experiencing purposeful information seeking and use related to the situation or context where it is practiced.

We further suggest that phenomenographic categories of description can be used to cross borders between disciplines and professions. They capture how information literacy is experienced by various groups in various situations and contexts and thus enable comparisons of similarities and differences across borders. Awareness of such variation is not often obvious, and instead teaching tends to be based on taken for granted views of information literacy as generic and universal across contexts, disciplines and situations. We propose that by making explicit the variation in experiences of information literacy we have the potential to improve conditions for collaboration between different professional groups such as teachers and librarians and thus offer possibilities to enhance the quality of information literacy education (Limberg & Folkesson 2006, 124–125). Likewise, descriptions of variation of experiences of information seeking and use between researchers from different disciplines may shape particularly favourable conditions for information literacy research (Limberg & Alexandersson 2010).
A Sociocultural Perspective – Focus on Communication in Social Practices

Researchers adopting a sociocultural perspective often start from the writings of the Russian researcher Lev Vygotsky (1896-1934) and the significance of people’s use of cultural tools when learning is discussed. The sociocultural perspective on learning emphasises the relationship between individuals and various forms of collective practices. For instance, a student is part of a university programme, which in turn forms part of a discipline which is situated in as specific university; a librarian is active in a workplace and is at the same time a member of an occupational group. It is by communicating through cultural tools that we participate in practices of various kinds. Within a practice different ways of communicating evolve that are more or less specific to that practice (Säljö 2000, 207). Moreover these practices exist within a society that is evolving in itself.

In order to participate in a practice and its activities individuals need to learn a specific language where certain concepts, theories and beliefs are central. Hence, information literacy implies learning to communicate appropriately within a specific practice. The sociocultural perspective further underlines that this is also about being able to use physical artefacts for communication in a way that corresponds with the purpose of the practice (Lankshear & Knobel 2008; Säljö 2000, 37). This includes artefacts which enable us to find, work with and use information; for instance, scientific journals, databases and web sites. Both linguistic expressions and the physical artefacts into which these are built are seen as cultural tools that individuals may use for a specific practice (Säljö 1999; 2000, 80). The notion of tool implies that the artefacts acted upon are created and used by people for specific purposes in a specific culture, in most cases in order to achieve something that would not have been possible without this tool (ibid.). Accordingly, in a sociocultural perspective learning is referred to “/.../ as the appropriation and mastery of communicative (including conceptual) and technical tools that serve as mediational means in social practices” (Säljö 1996, 91).
We regularly devote ourselves to a range of activities in order to maintain social contacts, carry out work tasks or errands in everyday life. We blog, google, tweet, or search for books in library catalogues and databases, etc. It is impossible to imagine these activities without the tools linked to them. The inseparable relation between action, physical as well as linguistic, and tool is central in a sociocultural perspective (Säljö 1999) on information seeking and learning information literacy. When we want to seek information Google offers us a sophisticated tool through which we are able to reach and use sources in a manner that we could not have dreamed of only 15 years ago. Today, with the prevalence of social media like Facebook, Twitter or blogs, and myriads of various other networked tools we are able to keep ourselves updated in ways difficult to imagine before these tools were conceived. At the same time, it is important to remember that a sociocultural perspective implies that tools also bear limitations (ibid.). The functions of search engines and social networking tools influence our possibilities for action through offering us both resources and restrictions; as information seekers we are at the mercy of Google’s individualised ranking of search hits. Likewise, we are dependent on the functionalities offered by Facebook or Twitter. In a similar way, the language tools available within a scientific discipline shape – to a degree – what can be thought, said or written.

The integration of linguistic and physical tools is of particular interest for library and information science scholars who often study technologies where language and materiality go hand in hand. In print media such as books and journals, we see how content and form constitute a whole. In the digital world this is not as obvious. Texts can be easily copied from one context to another, they are aggregated in news services such as Google news and we get the impression that information is floating without relation to the physical artefacts as such (cf. Tuominen 2007). A sociocultural perspective emphasizes the material aspects of digital information. For instance, the way in which a web page is structured and functions will influence the conditions for interacting with it. Bertram Bruce has
put into words the consequences of such a perspective on our way of theorizing literacy from a sociotechnical viewpoint:

\[
[...\text{the technologies of literacy are not optional add-ons, but are part of the definition of every form of literacy. Thus, a theory of literacy in a particular setting or community needs to incorporate an analysis of the relevant technologies, much as we more often include analyses of textual content, pedagogical procedures, personal backgrounds, or institutional agendas. (Bruce, B. C. 1997, 304)}]
\]

Information is then not viewed dualistically as either placed within an individual or within an artefact; instead information and the meaning of information is seen as shaped through dialogue with artefacts in practices, a view which will be further developed in the next section.

**A Sociocultural View of Information Practices**

James Wertsch describes how advocates of a sociocultural perspective share an interest in what he calls human action: “In all cases, they are primarily concerned with describing, interpreting, or explaining action, as opposed to some other phenomenon such as behaviour, mental or linguistic structure, or attitudes” (Wertsch 1998, 12). Wertsch talks of mediated action, however, it is easy to see how his notion of action can be related to what is here referred to as a practice, i.e. an array of activities (cf. Schatzki 2001). Using the notion of practice emphasizes that information seeking happens through a succession of activities of social character; information seeking is thus seen as embedded and embodied in different social practices (cf. Gee 1990, 42 ff.; Lloyd 2010). Artefacts and activities take on meanings in a certain practice and therefore information literacy research should take these practices as a starting point. In library and information science an interest in studying information seeking as practices has evolved during the last few years among researchers with otherwise different theoretical allegiances (e.g. Haider 2011;
A sociocultural perspective emphasizes that information seeking is carried out for a specific purpose in a specific practice, for instance for writing an academic paper, and with the help of tools such as a library catalogue, a bibliographic database or Google Scholar. Interesting questions for information literacy research, not least for understanding how people learn to seek and use information, relate to how practices and digital media (and other tools for interacting with information) transform each other. How do contemporary digital environments contribute to the shaping of conditions for learning? What do the new tools used for seeking, assessing and mediating information, mean for our understanding of expert knowledge and the critical assessment of sources, particularly where texts are increasingly user generated? Such and similar questions are significant for a sociocultural perspective on information seeking, and learning information literacy.

Practices are shaped through interaction between tools and people and, at the same time, the meaning of these tools varies across different practices. While people always act in relation to the tools that are accessible within a practice these tools are reshaped through a practice’s repeated activities. Tools and practices are thus neither static nor predetermined; as collective resources they are always dynamic and developing (Säljö 1999).

Within a sociocultural perspective people’s activities should be studied in relation to the tools through which the activities take place and based in the social practices where the activities are carried out. Hence, a sociocultural perspective often favours ethnographically oriented research, in which rich qualitative descriptions of people’s activities in their ‘natural’ settings form the basis of analysis. Roger Säljö (e.g. 2000, 80ff.) discusses how these tools and practices have evolved through history and argues that they are to be seen as collective resources that shape perspectives and ideas while in use. As stated above, language categories and concepts form
parts of the physical tools and more often than not they are impossible to separate. Säljö (2005, 51ff.) shows how this is valid not least for tools designed for communication such as books, clay tablets or databases. This implies that seeking, critically scrutinizing, compiling or publishing information are always to some extent social activities. For example, the ways in which students today understand information seeking is integrated with their understanding of the physical artefacts for information seeking, such as Google, blogs and Wikipedia. That is, action mediated by tools and carried out in certain contexts constitutes the unit of analysis (Wertsch 1998, 23ff.). Thus, tools are not neutral to our activities, they are impregnated with perspectives, norms and values which mediate our understanding of the world (ibid. 40). They make us do and see things in ways that we are not always conscious of. For information literacy education this implies that it is important to reveal and make explicit the perspectives, values and beliefs connected to specific tools for information seeking and how the application and understanding of these tools differ in different practices.

**User Education and the Situated Character of Learning**

A sociocultural perspective emphasizes the situated nature of learning, implying that what we learn is connected to a specific situation and practice. This view problematises the idea of transferring what is learnt from where it was learnt to use in a different practice. More precisely, the idea of generic aspects of learning information literacy is challenged. This emphasises that within a sociocultural perspective learning information seeking within one field, i.e. becoming information literate, does not easily translate into another field. Already the use of the concept of ‘information’ itself could be regarded as problematic since information is often represented as something unambiguous, regardless of the context where it is situated or its mediated and contextual character (cf. Frohmann 2004). This is to say that a decontextualised notion of information may conceal
If learning information seeking and use is situated, is it at all possible to talk about information literacy in general? What is generic across sites and practices regarding what is usually included in discussions on information literacy, and what is specific, embedded and context dependent? In a study on user education Sundin (2008; cf. Limberg & Sundin 2006) identified and presented different approaches that touch upon this issue. Generic components in user education regularly focus either on information seeking as a cognitive process or on information seeking behaviour. When processes are in focus, it is usually Kuhlthau’s (1991) studies of how people experience and handle information seeking linked to problem solving, that are being drawn upon. For instance, a focus on behaviour might be described by how different computer-based information systems, regardless of subject or context, should be navigated. Situated aspects of information seeking, on the other hand, either concentrate on presenting different artefacts or the contexts and practices that they are part of. A focus on the tools attributes individual books, databases, journals or web sites particular importance in user education, while a focus on contexts attributes a particular role to the practices where significance and meaning are negotiated. Clearly, generic competences concerning, for example, how information is organised, communicated and retrievable in digital environments (as well as in print media) do clearly exist and we often build on them. Yet, it is important to remember that the meaning of information and information seeking is also constructed in specific practices and this needs to be taken into account in the design of user education for information literacy.

The view of learning as situated permeates the sociocultural perspective, but it is also a specific theory formulated by Lave and Wenger in their book *Situated Learning* (1991). Lave and Wenger describe human learning within a practice as ‘legitimate peripheral participation’. This notion concerns how people learn through participation in communities
that Lave and Wenger label communities of practice. Such a community is constituted by collective resources that individuals make their own (appropriate) through active participation. One of the main points made by the authors is that learning is situated within the community of practice where it happens. Tuominen, Savolainen and Talja (2005) elaborate on this theoretical strand when they discuss the situatedness of information literacy. Another example is Lloyd’s work (2007) in which she draws on situated learning theory for framing information literacy seen as a practice at the workplace, including not only textual knowledge, but also corporeal aspects. A theory of situated learning has implications for user education in general and also in libraries. Do students learn to use a library as a separate, de-coupled activity or does the library support the practice within which students are students, i.e. where they come for help, for instance for writing a paper on a particular subject? In other words, what is the point of departure for teaching or service? Is it the library or the library users?

A Discourse Analytic Perspective – Focus on Historical Forms of Thought
A discourse analytic perspective on information literacy aims at capturing the socially and culturally shaped ways of understanding information competences and information practices. Rather than analyzing what people do or how people in practice perform specific information tasks, discourse analysts study the interpretive repertoires (Talja 1999) through which people give meanings to information competences and practices. The discourse analytic perspective thus focuses on information literacy discourses rather than accepts the nature of information competences as uncontested phenomena. In addition to the studies that focus explicitly on information literacy discourses (e.g. Haider & Bawden 2007; Heok & Luyt 2010; Kapitzke 2003a; 2003b; Pawley 2003; Tuominen, Savolainen & Talja 2005), many other discourse analytic studies in library and information science and other fields are relevant for information literacy research in that they discuss conceptions of the nature of information, information needs, and information and communication technologies.
Most discourse analytic studies published in library and information science so far have focused on how scholarly and professional texts portray the roles and competences of information users (e.g. Hedemark, Hedman & Sundin 2005; Olsson 2009; Talja 1997). These studies have found that in the literature ‘users’ are generally portrayed as non-knowers, as ‘needy individuals’ rather than as competent information creators or as experts in their own areas of interest. In an article analyzing discourses of information poverty, Jutta Haider and David Bawden (2007) concluded that the “information poor” are, essentially, products of institutionalised professional library and information science discourses. These discourses in turn are tightly intertwined with more general historical knowledge formations, for instance, discourses concerning the information age, the nature of information, and the nature of information technologies.

Michel Foucault was the first to formulate discourse analysis as a research approach in *The Archaeology of Knowledge* (originally published in 1969). He defined discourses as systems of statements that systematically form the objects of which they speak (Foucault 1972). In defining discourses as ‘systems of statements’, he emphasized that discourses are knowledge formations: sets of interlinked claims, assumptions and meanings. What connects these claims and meanings is that they represent a specific lens. In Foucault’s theory, each discourse provides only a limited and partial perspective for producing knowledge about a topic. A researcher analysing discourses of information literacy tries to identify the specific lens and background assumptions that underpin a specific way of discussing information literacy.

For instance, Haider and Bawden (2007) noted that when we talk about information poverty, we assume that information poverty is an objective condition that exists in the real world, that people lacking access to specific types and genres of information are in fact ignorant and underprivileged. Simultaneously, we assume that some other populations, in turn, are information rich, and therefore privileged. When we talk about information poverty as a condition existing in the real world, we
implicitly position ourselves among the privileged; those who are capable of using information and who benefit from the power of information. We do not adopt this view consciously or intentionally, rather, this subject position is part and parcel of the information poverty discourse. In many ways, individual speakers are not the originators or producers of discourses. We are users of already existing discourses; we have no recourse but to use the language available to us. When using existing expressions and conceptualizations, we accept implicit claims about, for instance, the nature of information, claims that we would not necessarily readily accept as truthful or valid if we were to place them under conscious scrutiny.

**Discourses and Institutionalised Practices**

In every field, it is possible to distinguish mutually incompatible, competing and alternative discourses. For instance, the concept of critical thinking has been found to have radically different meanings in different disciplinary discourses (Kautto & Talja 2007; Woolwine 2010). In information literacy standards, critical thinking conventionally means the evaluation of the reliability and credibility of information sources by the authority and (academic or non-academic) status of the creator of their content. Such standards are implicitly based on a division between “informational genres” (scholarly texts, encyclopedias, textbooks) and “non-informational” genres (e.g. unofficial websites, blogs, commercials) (Tuominen, Savolainen & Talja 2005).

Cushla Kapitzke (2003a), in her critical analysis of school libraries’ information literacy discourse, argued that such an approach to critical thinking represents a positivist philosophical orientation that is incompatible with concepts and theories of knowledge, epistemology, language and text that permeate poststructuralist philosophical traditions. According to Kapitzke’s analysis, the epistemological assumptions of the information literacy framework are based on a universalist cognitive characterization of information as a neutral resource for learning through problem solving. School libraries are portrayed as places where authoritative information can
be found, and students’ activities are, in turn, implicitly understood as mainly fact-finding activities resulting in the weaving together of assum-
edly interrelated pieces of information. Students are “information detectives”, and “seekers of truth” (Kapitzke 2003a). Truth in this context is constructed as certain, objective and good, something that can be detected through using dispassionate and rational problem-solving techniques.

Both Kapitzke’s (2003a; 2003b) and Pawley’s (2003) discourse analytic studies maintain that positivist assumptions of epistemological neutrality and objectivity express a desire for permanence and canonicity, which is in line with schools’ traditional “hidden curriculum”, but neglects the socio-cultural, historical and ideological foundations and processes of knowledge construction and justification. Kapitzke and Pawley propose a sociologi-
cally critical discourse synthesis approach as an alternative to the Enlight-
enment thinking which historically has prevailed in information literacy discourses. The discourse synthesis approach focuses on language use and on the means by which texts, in a broad sense, are crafted to achieve effects, for example, to justify positions, and in how texts contribute to the making, reproduction and transformation of facts and truths.

**Discursive Shifts**

According to Foucault, discursive shifts take place when an established way of framing and approaching a topic begins to appear as too one-
sided and limited. Discursive change entails new definitions for estab-
lished concepts. For example, the concept of multiliteracies emerged as a challenge to established ways of thinking about literacy. According to the multiliteracies discourse, our conventional understanding of literacy stems from pre-digital contexts and from specific linguistic and cultural environ-
ments. The multiliteracies concept was coined to foreground less established and renowned cultural forms (such as rap or blogging), seek-
ing to convey an idea that people can be literate in numerous types of written or spoken documents or media. Some researchers have argued that the multiliteracies concept leads to a serious conceptual confusion concerning
the distinct dimensions of literacy practices (Buschman 2009). Others maintain that the multiliteracies concept is advantageous in that it does not foreground or represent the interests of any specific professional or cultural group (Gee 2004; Kapitzke 2003a).

Historically strong discourses do not vanish or lose their relevance with the emergence of new discourses. Although there are many competing discourses concerning a specific issue like information literacy, not all discourses are equally powerful and influential in streamlining action and curricula. Concepts such as ‘digital literacy’ and ‘new literacies’ indicate efforts in contemporary society to capture and describe more multifaceted competences than those usually embraced in traditional definitions of literacy. However, according to Foucault (1972), power works through established, institutionalised practices and fields of knowledge. Despite the efforts to bring out-of-school cultures and practices and schooled literacies closer together through theories of digital and new literacies, the traditional concept of literacy and the traditional concept of information literacy both still function as the ‘glue’ and trademark of education and school library pedagogic practices (Barton & Hamilton 2005; Kapitzke 2003a; 2003b; Rantala 2010).

**Discourses and Educational Practices**

The identification and analysis of competing and alternative historical forms of thought is important for two reasons. First, when different conceptions of a specific issue are brought into view, the most self-evident and powerful viewpoints are destabilized. They tend to lose some of their credibility and status as objective truths; we come to realize that more than one truth exists. Second, analyzing variability in ways of conceptualizing the nature of a specific issue or phenomenon (such as literacy or information) opens up new viewpoints and promotes novel understandings concerning the topic at hand.

Keith Grint and Steve Woolgar (1997) analyzed the regimes of truth that surround technology. They argued that the way in which techno-
logies are described in texts and talk shapes what we see and do not see in them, how we interpret the functions, roles and capabilities of technologies, and how they are ultimately used, for instance, in schools. In an analysis of definitions of computer literacy, Talja (2005) showed that information society initiatives and information literacy programs exert strong pressures to which individuals and institutions try to respond. Conceptualizations and definitions of terms such as computer literacy influence how computer training is concretely organized, and who are seen as experts in society in matters related to computing and networked information. When large amounts of money and effort are invested in web-based learning and electronic literacy in schools or other institutions, it is important to pin down the assumptions that form the basis for teaching practices. Discourse analytic studies also attempt to assess whether there are aspects of knowledge, learning and expertise that are underrepresented in general discussions and school environments.

As the primary aim of discourse analysis is to bring into view taken-for-granted understandings and implicit assumptions, it is of course necessary to ask how such research helps in concretely planning information literacy education or in designing educational technologies and practices. Discourse analysis in its pure form is fundamentally interpretive. Flis Henwood (2000) argues, however, that since different learning and computing philosophies give rise to different curricula, more diversified understandings of learning, information and technology will open up different spaces for learners, and expose them to views different from what might otherwise be the case.

Comparison between the Three Theoretical Perspectives
The three theoretical perspectives presented in this article emphasize different features of information literacies with regard to what is in focus and how the concept is used. These differences are summarized in Table 1.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theoretical Perspective</th>
<th>Phenomenography</th>
<th>Sociocultural Theory</th>
<th>Discourse Analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>History</td>
<td>Marton et al. 1970’s</td>
<td>Vygotsky (1896-1934), Translated into English in 1960’s–70’s</td>
<td>Foucault 1969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus</td>
<td>Different patterns of ways of experiencing information literacy</td>
<td>Tool-based information literacy practices within specific contexts and communities</td>
<td>Identify broad historical information literacy discourses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Outcomes</td>
<td>Understand variation in people’s experiences</td>
<td>Understand people’s practices within specific communities</td>
<td>Understand variation in interpretive repertoires</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information Literacy</td>
<td>A pattern of variation of experiences of engaging with information in order to learn</td>
<td>Learning to communicate within a specific practice</td>
<td>Constructed differently in different conversational contexts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lens on Information and ICT</td>
<td>Constituted through relations between people and what they conceptualise as information. Focus on how learners construct meaning from information</td>
<td>Physical as well as linguistic emphasis on plurality of information forms and tools</td>
<td>Socially and discursively shaped, but also shaping subjects and social orders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lens on Learning</td>
<td>Qualitative changes in experiences of concepts or phenomena</td>
<td>How people appropriate tools which mediate action</td>
<td>How implicit cultural orders and assumptions guide teaching practices</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Comparison between the three theoretical perspectives.
Phenomenography places learners in the centre, those who are supposed to become information literate, and it directs its main interest to changes in learners’ experiences of engaging with information, from a limited and possibly one-sided view to more varied and complex understandings. The assumption in phenomenography is that such change will lead to more sophisticated approaches to information seeking and use, adapted to different tasks and situations. The focus on variation means that information literacy is described as a pattern of variation which together constitutes the whole of information literacy related to a particular task, content or context. Phenomenographic descriptions open up a range of experiences of information literacy, which in turn may lead to an in-depth understanding of various ways of applying information seeking and use for different purposes.

The focus on variation in talk and texts has a somewhat different goal in discourse analytic research than the very similar analytic method in phenomenography. Foucault-influenced discourse analysis focuses on broader macrosociological and historical forms of thought and on how the way that established forms of knowledge and institutional practices mutually constitute each other. One difference between phenomenography and discourse analysis is that power is a more central interest in discourse analysis. A central theme in the discourse analytic approach has been how the competences and relationships between students or users and librarians or teachers are constructed in different information literacy discourses. The discourse analytic approach does not see power as something that is held or consciously imposed by anyone. Rather, power is equated with the influence of historical forms of thought; that is, established literacy discourses which originally evolved in very specific social and cultural circumstances and which continue to invisibly influence everyday practices in schools and libraries, through established ways of doing things, even when circumstances have changed considerably.

A sociocultural perspective focuses on the practices where information literacy is applied, shaped and re-shaped. A sociocultural perspective mainly
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countributes to our understanding of how information literacy may be seen in relation to the tools we use and act upon when carrying out information activities, widely conceived. While phenomenography focuses on the understandings and approaches of learners in relation to information literacy, a sociocultural perspective emphasizes action and interaction, and people as social beings in collective and material practices. A sociocultural perspective is similar to discourse analysis in the way in which learning is seen as a social activity and tools, practices and conditions for meaning-making are shaped collectively. A sociocultural perspective strives to relate this (post)structural level to individuals’ learning by exploring how people appropriate and co-develop mediating tools by acting upon them.

The three perspectives offer different insights on information literacies on both empirical and theoretical levels. As regards particular interests in how new technologies and digital media reshape conditions for learning in contemporary society, the sociocultural perspective offers theoretical tools for the analysis of such changes, especially through the emphasis on learning and meaning-making as mediated by tools (digital or others). The sociocultural perspective also posits that the nature of literacies and learning requirements are reshaped with advances in technologies and tools. This is different from phenomenography and discourse analysis, which may direct interest in analysing issues related to experiences and interpretations concerning changes linked to the advent of digital media, but which are not specifically based in theoretical assumptions about the use of various tools.

Learning Information Literacies

Common to all three theoretical perspectives is that they challenge a view of information literacy as a set of generic skills. They emphasize that information literacy can be understood in varied ways and is related to various practices as these are being shaped in institutions, disciplines, discourses or occupations. These theoretical positions form the basis of
our view that information literacy ultimately derives its meaning from the cultural, material and historical contexts where it is defined and applied. This implies that the term information literacy may be used to signify a series of abilities that can be connected to various ways of seeking, selecting, finding, scrutinizing, organizing and compiling information for meaningful use in late modern society, where people are expected to use information for constructing new knowledge (cf. Andersen 2006; Säljö 2009). In conclusion, we suggest the notion of information literacies in the plural in order to draw attention to the significance of our analysis of the theoretical perspectives presented here for understanding information literacy. In this article the main interest has been directed at how information literacies are developed and applied in learning practices while information structures and practices reshape conditions for learning. Other conclusions that we draw concerning how information literacy is enacted in practices of learning and education touch on some of the abilities and skills that people active in different practices acquire and that make them information literate.

Important dimensions of such abilities and skills are still connected to the original meaning of literacy, which in today’s society implies sophisticated and complex competences such as reading, interpreting, critically assessing and formulating a position vis-à-vis different standpoints, and likewise to use a range of different tools in these activities. During the last decades conditions for such activities have changed dramatically. Digital information is one aspect of the material context for information literacy, and the growing presence of digital information has seconded research and practice in the field. Hence, practices of information literacy are often discussed and researched in relation to digital information. Traditional professional ‘filters of quality’ for publishing information compete with new forms of shaping authority and quality control. The development of participatory tools has in many cases led to the deferral of responsibility for controlling information from before to after publication, from editor to reader/user. In educational contexts this
brings issues of source criticism to the fore. The neighbouring (and partly competing) competences mentioned earlier in this article have certain features in common with information literacy regarding the emphasis on the importance of learning how to use different media and digital tools. However, our interpretation is that the concept of information literacy has a particular focus on meaning-making mediated via tools.

Stressing the importance of a critical approach to information is a recurring theme in most descriptions and analyses of information literacies. We argue that this ability can also be connected to more complex understandings of the concept of literacy itself (cf. Säljö 2009 and the LAMP definition from UNESCO mentioned above). The issue of a critical approach to sources has always been a core interest in library and information science and specifically for librarianship. Thus, we suggest that several important abilities and skills relating to information literacies can be directly connected to a broader concept of literacy. In relation to information literacy the term information signifies both the meaning-bearing content and a physical object such as a book or a web source. Content and form mutually shape each other and should therefore be considered as a whole. The theoretical perspectives presented in this article do not perceive of information as either internally or externally generated; instead they propose that meaning in information is created through the meeting between people, practices and tools. To reiterate, what is information is not objectively given; rather it varies between practice, situation and medium. We consider it important to be able to see how criteria for purposeful information seeking and use vary between disciplines, professions, discourses or other contexts, enabling an overview of how information is organized in different areas. This ability may concern understanding how various claims of truth are legitimized in various scientific traditions and the consequences of such claims for shaping scientific texts and how these are represented in different computer-based information systems. This is why seeking information for an academic paper tends to differ between medical students, students of
anthropology, student design engineers, and, not least, professional researchers of library and information science.

One main conclusion from our analysis, hence, is that the concept of information literacies is multifaceted and cannot be described in lists or standards as a series of abilities. At the same time, we view the competencies discussed here as having great significance in today’s and tomorrow’s complex societies and therefore as important objects of learning. This implies that we also view information literacy education as essential. A second main conclusion from our discussion is that information literacies are shaped by and shape various practices and therefore that information literacy education should take its point of departure in the context where these abilities are to be applied. For teaching and learning information seeking and use this emphasizes the importance of identifying and discerning specific abilities intended to support people in developing a repertoire of competences connected to varied information practices.
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Notes


2. A current overview of categories of definitions of ‘information’ is provided by Bates (2010).

3. The term ‘relational theory’ is also used for designating the theory rather than the methodology. In this article we stick to the term phenomenography for discussing the theoretical perspective.

4. Categories are labelled in different ways as aspects (Limberg 1998; 1999), or dimensions (Limberg & Folkesson 2006) or faces (Bruce, C. S. 1997).
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